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9.30am Wednesday 18 July 2018
Matters & Issues Agenda
1. Introduction
2. Procedural Matters
3. A Sustainable Rural Economy (Strategic Policy H)
a. What are the anticipated outcomes of the revisions to Strategic
Policy H?
b. Is the Revised Plan’s overall approach to employment growth
compatible with the levels of residential development proposed
over the Plan period?
4. New Employment and Training Provision (Development
Policy 19)
a. In the absence of any new small-scale employment land
allocations in the Revised Plan, will the continued reliance on the
re-use and/or expansion of existing allocated land and buildings
or new development on smaller, unallocated sites within or
adjacent to towns or villages provide adequate employment
land/premises to meet the needs of the Plan area?
b. Is the Policy overly restrictive, especially regarding the potential
for new build economic development opportunities outside
settlements, such as small scale rural enterprises?
c. Is there an over-reliance on the availability of employment land
and premises in areas outside the National Park to meet the
identified local need for employment and training development?
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5. The Snowdonia Enterprise Zone
a. What are the timescale for anticipated delivery and have there
been any discussions with or interest shown by potential
investors and developers on either site?
b. What implications would the Enterprise Zone have on the
development strategies of neighbouring authorities, and vice
versa?
c. Is the policy sufficiently flexible in terms of the type of
development that could be accommodated on the site, both in
terms of the use, the scale and the design of buildings? How will
the Plan deal with proposals for major development on the site?
d. Are there any infrastructure constraints at either of the sites
that could affect delivery and viability?
e. What are the flooding implications on the allocation of land at
Llanbedr Airfield? There is an objection by Natural Resources
Wales due to the Flood Consequence Assessment confirming
that parts of the site are unsuitable for development.
f. Are the allocation boundaries of the two sites correctly drawn?
6. Tourism and Recreation
a. The revised plan introduces text that refers to the importance of
adventure tourism and eco tourism to the National Park. Does
the Plan, through Strategic Policy I and Development Policies 21
and 28 provide an appropriate framework for the consideration
of proposals for new or enhanced tourism and leisure facilities
and accommodation?
b. Do the policies in the Plan, including new Policies 28 and 29,
achieve an appropriate balance of provision and restraint in
relation to existing and proposed tourism and recreation
development, including any potential major development
opportunities?
c. Will the Snowdonia Dark Skies Reserve have an impact on the
ability of existing tourist attractions and accommodation to
expand and improve facilities?
d. The additional text within Paragraph 6.34 refers to the location
of tourism and recreation development within open countryside
and the potential impact it has on the landscape. How will this
be controlled and assessed and should this be included within
Policy?
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e. Does the first sentence in Policy 21 read correctly - “Within the
National Park the provision of existing tourist attractions will be
protected….
f. Development Policies 22 and 23: Will the additional text in
paragraph 6.40 and the policy have an adverse effect on
business viability and the number of tourists to the area due to
the inability to increase static numbers on site, even if there is
an overall improvement to the site?
g. Paragraph 6.37, Development Policy 28 seems to encourage and
discourage new build accommodation. Are the changes
introduced by the supporting paragraphs and the new Policy 28
clear in terms of the provision of new build serviced
accommodation?
h. How will proposals for new serviced accommodation outside of
the named settlement hierarchies be assessed, for example, on
agricultural diversification schemes?
i. The LDP recognises the importance of tourism and leisure to the
economy. Is Policy 29 too restrictive and inhibit opportunities
for the development of a facility which may benefit the
economy?
j. Has there been adequate assessment of the demand and
requirements for alternative holiday accommodation?
k. Will Policy 29 result in a ‘blanket approach’ which will inhibit the
ability of each proposal to be considered on its particular merits?
Should there be a differentiation between different areas of the
National Park?
7. Retail (Development Policy 24)
a. Is the distance of 300m introduced by the proposed revision in
line with national policy and based on robust evidence? Is the
term ‘buffer zone’ appropriate in this context?
b. Is the policy clear on proposals for the change of use of vacant
shops/units to residential use within other settlements not listed
within the policy, especially affordable housing, where there is a
proven local need?
8. Does the Plan continue to incorporate robust monitoring and
review mechanisms that would enable the economic/
employment, tourism and retail strategies and policies to
respond effectively to changing circumstances?
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9. In light of the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act
2015, the Welsh Government is proposing to revise Planning
Policy Wales (PPW). What are the implications, if any, of the
proposed revised PPW on the Rural Economy (Employment,
Retail and Tourism) as set out within Revised Eryri LDP?
10.

Any other matters
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